Stage „And now? (Und jetzt?)

First pipe for spotlight over edge of stage.
In large houses 45 degrees on machine and first front tower.

Height 3m

Second pipe for spotlights approx. 2m behind stage edge.
45 degrees on small tower.
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Minimum stage dimensions !!!:
Width min. 5.50m, Depth min. 5.50m or larger, Clearance height min. 3m
Normal stage dimensions: 6-7m wide, 6-7m deep, after that approx. 2-3m to the first sitting row.
Either rising sitting rows or stage platform high 0.40-0.80m
Black stage (or dark - please contact me)
Stage platform, if used, at least 6m deep and 6m wide or larger, bolted down tight!
2x16A/220V sound and light separately, on the right side of the stage (in small rooms also 1x16A possible)
Dark room!
Max. 500 audiences, depending on conditions more possible - please contact me.
Seating in tiers possible by arrangement.
Attention: We have to fix the towers with 6 small screws. If this is not possible, please contact me.
We bring all the technology (light desk, light and sound) for our stage, but we also control the hall light and the
front spotlights of your house. For this we need your DMX cable on the right side of the stage. (2 DMX
universes possible)
Front lights: Either 3x PC with barndoor and 4 profilers (plus 2x Fresnel applause light)
Duration approx. 80 minutes without break
Helpers for unloading and loading
1 free parking space at the theatre and at the hotel for van Mercedes Vito
Set-up of the stage approx. 5h -7h
Dismantling minimum 2h
During dismantling, no work can be done on the stage until the stage is free!
Attention!
Please deactivate smoke detectors. A hazer is in use

Lighting plan "And now?
Spotlight positions (angle is important!)
We bring our own lighting console and sound system.
If available please provide an active subwoofer. Please bring 5 pole DMX cable on stage left + 2x 16A

Stage edge to second
Spotlight crossbar
approx. 2-3m

Stage edge to first
spotlight crossbar
approx. 1-2m
In large houses 45° to machine

Clearance height minimum 3m

Spotlight of the house
Angle approx. 45%.
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Rising sitting rows or
Raised stage

Machine

Total depth at least 5.50m or larger (up to approx. 10m depth possible)

Stage edge to the
first row, approx. 2-3m

Please contact me:
Peter Müller
theater@handgemenge.com
Tel:+491725927311

PC mit Torblende
für
Verbeugungslicht
(auch notfalls ohne
möglich)

Profile 50
degrees
with iris

Stage edge

Profile 50
degrees
or PC! (no
Fresnel) with
barndoor

PC. Profile also
possible
Stage

Tisch+
DMX Kabel
2x 16A
(minimum for
small rooms 1x
16A)

Stage "And now?" with completely own technology in smaller rooms.
Only possible by prior arrangement!

Profile 50
degrees
with iris

